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MAXIMAL

FUNCTIONS

OF
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FUNCTIONS

By
Hong Oh Kim and Yeon Yong Park
Abstract.

We show

that for nonnegative plurisubharmonic functions

on the unit ball of Cn the admissible maximal
by

the radial maximal

functions are dominated

functions in //‑mean.

characterization of the class Mp

This gives another

of holomorphic

functions and its

invariance under the compositions by automorphisms
As a consequence

of the unit ball.

of the invariance all onto endomorphisms

of M1

(n = l) are characterized.

1. Introduction.
Let B be the unit ball of Cn(n^l) and let a denote the Lebesgue measure
on S―dB, normalized so that a(S)=l.

For a function u: B‑>C, the radial

maximal function JAu on 5 is definedby
JKM(j7)=sup{￨M(ny)￨: (Kr<l￨,
For a>l

i?eS.

and jjsS, we let
Da(V)=lz(EB:

￨i‑<^>?>l<!‑(i‑kl2)}

The admissible maximal functionJHau on 5 is defined by
3lau(r})=sup{＼u(z)＼
: zeDa(y)}.
We

prove the following theorem.

Theorem
that if m^O

I.

For 0<p<oo,

there is a positive constant C = C(n, p, a) such

is plurisubharmonic in B

then

( 3lau(rjYda{rj)^c＼
s
For n―l, the correspondingtheorem for harmonic functions on the upper
half plane appears in [3, Theorem 3.61.
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For an applicationof Theorem I, we considerthe classMp(B)(0<p<oo)

of

holomorphic functionsf on B for which
t

(log+JH/(i7))pda(

17X00.

Js

For n
p>l

＼, these classes as topological algebras have been studied in [7, 10] for

and in [2, 5, 6] for p ― ＼. For n^l,
p>0

where
main

Hp

is the usual Hardy

theorem

it is shown

p>l
space and N+ is the Smirnov

of [2] concerns with the boundary

class Mp(p^l),

in [2] that

class on B.

The

behavior of functions in the

with its application to outer factors of functions in M1

when

n=l.
If we take u=＼og+＼f＼ with holomorphic functions / on
we get the following characterization of Mp
Theorem

B

in Theorem

I,

immediately.

II. A holomorphic function f on B

belongs to Mp if and only if

f
(lOg+Maf(7]))Pd<j(7})<
JS

.

Since every automorphism of B maps any radius into a curve which ap‑
proaches the boundary nontangentially,the following corollaryis immediate.
Corollary

III. The class Mp(Q<￡<co)

of automorphisms
When

p>l,

of boundary

this fact is not new

functions.

See [2, 7].

because Mp(p>＼)
As a consequence

characterize all onto algebra endomorphisms
case p>l,

is invariant under the compositions

of B.

of Mx

can be defined by means
of this corollary we

can

for the case n ―1. For the

see [7].

Theorem

IV.

Let n ―1. Then

f: M1‑^Ml

is an onto algebra endomorphism

if and only if

for some automorphism
in this case and r
The
for n>l

<p of the unit disc U

of C.

In particular, F isinvertible

＼f)=foa)‑＼ /eM1.

proof will be given in the last section. The
but we

do not have a proof.

theorem

might

be

true

Maximal
2.

functions of plurisubharmonic

An inequality of Hardy

The

following lemma

for ＼u＼with harmonic
negative subharmonic
2.1. Lemma.

and Littlewood.

is due to Hardy

is subharmonic

on the disc D(z0, R) with center at z0

in the complex plane C and if 0<p<oo,

where K=K(p)

for non‑

functions.

u^&KQy^

The

and Littlewood. It is stated in [3, 4]

functions u but the proof is exactly the same

// u^O

and radius R>0
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functions

then

uizYdxdyj"

is a positive constant independent of u.

next lemma

will be a polydisc version of the above

statement is suitably adapted for the proof of Theorem
Let z=r￡(EB
an orthonomal

and i?>0.

basis for Cn.

inequality.

Its

I.

Let ￡2,―, C≪eS be such

that C, ￡2,･･･,Qn form

Define a polydisc A(z, R) with respect to the basis

G C2.･･‑,C≪at z as follows:
A(z, R)=A(z,R;L

C, ‑,CJ

{w^z+X^+JlXjlij:

2.2. Lemma.

Let A=A(z,

＼X＼<R, ＼Xj＼<Ri/2,
2 ￡j^n}

R)C.B.

If

w^O

is plurisubharmonic

in

B

and

0</><c≫5 then

u(z)p￡K
where K―K{n,

1

r
＼ u{w)vdmn{w),

mB(A)

p) is a positive constant independent of u and dmn is the Lebesgue

measure on Cn.
Proof.

We

define
v(l XSf ‑..,^b)=m(z+^+^C≪+‑+^C≫).

Since

m is plurisubharmonic in B, v is an n‑subharmonic

＼Xj＼<Rl'＼2f^j‑^ri).We

now

apply Lemma

2.1 n

function for U￨<i?,

times to v.

The

positive

constants K's in the following are not the same in each occurence but are in‑
dependent of v.
v(Q, ‑ , O)*￡ff‑U

z;(0,.‑, 0, Xn)dmi(Xn)

^ ･･･
<K
ti

J

Jl^,‑l<fil/2(2s;<n)
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^tf‑SS+rf‑L
R
J

,
,,
v{Xl)‑,XnYdm1{Xi)‑dml{ln).
Jl'5il<iJ,l>ijl<fl1/2(2s;sn)

Therefore, we have
uizY^K

3. Geometric

lemmas.

3.1. Lemma.

Let z=rQ(EB

CreeS and ￡>0.

// r>l/2

‑J^^uWdmM

Q. E. D.

and let A(z, e(l‑rJ))c5

and w^A(z,

r‑d{l‑r%)<

for a choice of C2,･･･,

s(l‑r2)) then

￨ w ￨ <r+d(l‑r2)

for some choice of a positive constant d=8(n, s) independent of z and C's.
Proof.

Suppose

w=z+XC+J^X￡j<=A(z;

s(l‑r2)). Then

＼w＼2=＼r+A＼2+it＼Zj＼z￡r2+＼X＼2+2＼l＼+(n‑l)e(l‑r2)
2
^r2+(n+2)s(l‑r2).
Also,
＼w＼2^(r‑＼X＼y=r2‑2r＼X＼+ ＼X＼2
^r2‑2U￨^r2‑2e(l‑7‑2).
If r>l/2

then
＼＼w＼‑r＼￡2＼＼w＼*‑r*＼￡2(n+2)e(l‑ri).

So we can take 5=2(n+2)s.
The

following lemma

Q. E.D.
appears in [1] but its proof is included for the sake

of completeness.
3.2. Lemma.

Let jB>a>l

and z=r^Da(r)).

Then

there is a positive con‑

stant ￡= s(n, a, /8)such that
Mz, ta‑r*yKDfa)
for any choice of ￡2,･･･,C,n^S.
Proof.
and

Suppose

w=z+XQ+mX&j<=A(z,

Uj ￨ <{￡(!―r2)}1/2. By

s(l‑r2)). Then

＼X＼<s(l‑r2) and

the orthogonality of C and 0, the Schwarz

and the hypothesis z^Da(y]), we have
KC*

?>l = KC/≫?‑rOI

lemma

Maximal

functions of plurisubharmonic
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rgWl‑r2)}1'2.

We compute
￨1‑<M>,

7]>＼=

<

1 (<rC,7>+J<C, 7>+S^<Cj,

?>)

a
(l‑r2)+￡(l‑r2)+S{￡(l‑r2)}1/2￨<C;,
2"
2

V>＼

^i￨‑ + s+(n‑l)s1/!V/2}(l‑r2)

On the other hand, from the proof of Lemma

3.1, we have

l‑￨u;￨2^{l‑(≪+2)￡}(l‑r2).
Therefore we can choose e=e(n, a, B)>0 so small that
＼i‑<w,vy＼<f(i‑＼w＼2),
for any w^A(z,
We

s(l‑r2)). Therefore

A(z, s(l‑r%))C.D^).

define the radial projection iz from
7t(w)=w/＼w＼ ,

Q.E.D.

￡＼{0} onto S as
wgB＼{0}.

For 7}GS and <5>0,
Q(V>d)={^S:

￨1‑<C,7>I<≪}

is the nonisotropic "ball" of radius 8l/2around
roughly

propotional to dn, i.e.,<r{Q(r),
§))

33. Lemma.

Let z―rC,<^Da(r]),r>0

rj. The

volume

a{Q{rj} 8)) is

dn. See [9, Proposition 5.1.4].

and fH>a>l.

Then

there is a positive

constant s ―s(n, a, /3)so small that
n(A(z, sa‑r2))dQ(V,

(￨‑ + l)(l‑r2))

for any choiceof ￡2,
･ ･･,￡,.
Proof.

Chooce /3'so that $>$'>a.
￨l‑<a≫,^>￨‑￨l‑<^,

Let w = pw^A(z, e(l‑r2)). Then
yy‑d‑pXfo,

￡＼l‑<a),y>＼+(l‑p2).
By Lemma

3.2, we can choose s>0 so small that
￨l‑<u>, J?>￨<Yd‑r2)

7]>＼
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From the proofof Lemma 3.1,we have
i‑pzm+2s)a‑r2).
Thereforewe have
￨l‑<o≫, 3?>￨<(^
If we

choose

s=

+ l+2￡)(l‑r2)

/3)>0 even
even smallerso
smaller so thatj872+l+2s<j9/2+l,
that /3'/2
e(n, a, B)>0

we have

＼l‑<u,ri>＼<(￡+l)a‑r*);
Q.E.D.

so that oi6(?(jjl(/3/2+lXl‑r2)).

4. Proof

of Theorem

I.

It suffices to prove the theorem
(with the same

for a modified admissible maximal

notation) as

Let z=rC,^Da(rj), r^l/2

and /3>a.

By Lemmas

positive constants e = e(n, a, /3)and d=8(n,
( i ) A=A(z,
(ii)

s(l‑r2))CZ)^)

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we can choose

s)=d(n, a, fi)so that

for a choice of ￡2,･･･,￡B,

7z(A)czQ(y, (^/2+lXl‑r2)),

(iii) r‑a(l‑r2)<￨w￨<r+a(l‑r2)
Using Lemma
K=K{n,

function

2.2, we

if welA.

have the following computation in which

the constants

p, d) are not the same in each occurrence, but are independent
1

u(z)p/2￡K

I

(1‑

u(w)p'2dmn(w)

1
<K

<K

<K

rt＼tn‑1dp[
＼B + 1

of u.

Mu(Q>yi2do(a))

)r‑8(

r2)

JCO7.(i8/2
+lKl‑r2))

1
(1‑

r2)

1

f

‑( JMu(G)y/2da(a>)
n JQ

o{Q) JQ

JAu{oiY'Ha{o))

^KM{(JUu)pisKt}),
where M is the Hardy‑Littlewood maximal functionoperator on S. Therefore
we have
{JMau(Y])}PI2^KM{(JHuy<*}(V).
We note that the constan K is eventallydependent on n, p, a from the choice

Maximal

functions of plurisubharmonic

of /3and d. By the Hardy‑Littlewood

maximal
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theorem

[9, Theorem

5.2.6],we

have
f
JS
for some

positive constant C = C(n, p, a) indpendent

5.

Proof

By

corollary

F(f)=f°<p,
will

of Theorem
III, every

(p^M1.

follow

X=U.

3tau{f])vda{rj)^c[ <3iu(7])pda(r]).
JS

automorphism

the corresponding

proof

the identity

<p of U

let F

be any

<p(X)^U

j8ef7

not constant.
Thus

by

for all Xe:U

function

F

holomorphic
Therefore

and

Thus

l is also

onto

on

<p of

U.

N+

U.)

in U.

But

[8].

Define

Thus

Let

then

F

z=FF

of

M1.

<p=F(z)

We

and

T{f)=F(f){X),

let

f(EM＼

to the point evalua‑

XgU.

Since

F

is one‑to‑one

Therefore
so

isomorphism

fi=y(z)=F(z)(X)=<p(X).

f{<p{X)), /eM1,

endomorphism,

automorphism

endomorphism

on Ml, "fcorresponds

6.4 of [6].

F{f){X)=

<p(U) is open
an

self‑map
<p is an

Theorem

defines an algebra

onto

for the case

Since T is a multiplicative linear functional
tion at some

Q.E.D.

IV.

Conversely,

(z denotes

of u.

l(f)=f°(p,

F

Hence

is onto, ip is
(and

/eM1,

1(z)=F((p)=(p°(p

onto).

for
and

of U.

some

<po(p―z.
Q. E. D.
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